"I am very pleased with Ignite's substitute teacher program and the staff members who organize it. The District has more available subs than ever before and all the necessary paperwork and training is handled. I highly recommend Ignite's substitute teacher program to any school administrator looking to ensure classrooms are filled with highly-qualified instructors at all times."

- Mrs. Krista S. Mathias, Superintendent, Somerset Area School District

Let us recruit, train and place substitute teachers for you!

Ignite's Substitute Teacher Program can save your district time and energy by managing teacher absences so you can focus on what's important – educating students. Partner school districts benefit from a 24/7 automated system that places subs, generates a larger pool of substitutes, and enables districts to select proven, quality subs for preferred scheduling. This includes both short-term and long-term assignments.

**BENEFITS INCLUDE:**

• Larger substitute teacher pool
• Preferred substitute scheduling
• Reduced administrative costs
• Limited health care and no retirement costs
• Screening, orientation and professional development

Call Jona Dupstadt at 814-262-0732 x224
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igniteedu.org
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